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Dear Jenny & the Reaching People Team,
Firstly, we would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your continued support. Your
weekly food deliveries are a lifeline for many families in Eyres Monsell. Each week we use the
Fareshare delivery to pack and provide over 30 lunch parcels each week.
After speaking to some members of the local community who have benefitted from the project,
here’s what they had to say:
Hi just giving some feedback for lunch bags, I have found them so helpful without these bags I
would have probably gone without to ensure my children are fed as some weeks are just too
financially difficult to afford bills and food so having this to rely on has helped me out massively, I
would like to say a massive thank you to those who organised/funded this. -JT
The lunch bags being provided from the Eyres Monsell club for young people have helped me
out so much with my little boy, he enjoys all of the food in the bag, which is also very helpful,
without this food bag I would struggle greatly providing food throughout the week with school
packed lunches etc. So, thank you for this opportunity helping us out. -CT
I would like to say a huge thank you to yourselves for the holiday hunger bags to help me provide
for my daughter’s weekly pack lunch for school. Without this would be a real struggle and I cant
thank you guys enough for all the help and support you have gave to my family!x- BW
Feedback for the holiday hunger bags. The holiday hunger bags have really helped me and my
children. Money has been so tight, and the food hampers are just brilliant! There’s a wide variety
in them every week and it’s made such a difference to my family at this hard time. Thank you
very much for all ur help. -VC
The lunch bags are amazing they are a lot of help and are filled with a lot of excellent food. I'm
glad I have been able to get the lunch bags for so long. -CF
I can’t thank the team enough for the support they have shown towards myself and my family. The
weekly food bags have been a lifeline, and I seriously don’t think I would have got through this
pandemic without them. The food we receive is amazing, and my kids really do enjoy rummaging
through the bag before I have chance to put it away. Thank you to everyone involved, you are
amazing. AN

On behalf of the Eyres Monsell community, our volunteer’s, and the Eyres Monsell CYP team,
thank you for all you do and keep up the great work!

Kind regards
Keanan Bartram
Development and Marketing Coordinator
Eyres Monsell Club for Young People
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